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Many beginning gardeners seem excited to find that they can get things to grow at all, and maybe 

that makes sense.  Watching the growth of a plant that you planted is quite amazing.  At some 

point, though, the excitement fades a bit and the question comes up: “What exactly do we do 

with this stuff?”  It’s one thing to grow a crop and another very different thing to get it on your 

table and in your stomach. 

 

One issue is that a lot of the produce that’s easy to grow in this climate is not necessarily food 

that most of us are used to eating.  Take kale, for example.  Kale is, nutritionally speaking, the 

Wonder Vegetable, and I see it growing in many people’s gardens, but how many of us grew up 

eating kale on a regular basis and know multiple tasty ways to prepare it?   

 

Obviously, one solution to this problem involves saving all of our garden space and gardening 

energy for crops that we think we’ll really eat.  For many crops, and especially the popular 

“warm-season” crops like tomatoes, peppers, and melons, more space and more care are required 

for high yields and a long period of production than most gardeners provide.  See, for example, 

the garden manual at http://www.eagleheightsgardens.org/tips/gardenmanual.shtml for advice on 

fertilizing, watering, use of plastic mulch, and other care.    

 

The problem of what to do with unfamiliar crops can also be addressed with information.  If you 

don’t know how to cook with something you grew, it’s never been easier than it is now to find 

recipes either online or in traditional cookbooks.  In particular, I recommend a locally published 

cookbook called From Asparagus to Zucchini that is especially designed to help you cook 

throughout the year with produce from your garden (see http://www.macsac.org/atoz.html for 

sample pages or to order a copy).       

 

For many (though not all) Americans, a second and more awkward issue in making use of what 

we grow is that many of us now spend as little time as possible preparing food “from scratch” 

(that is, from basic, unprocessed ingredients that your grandparents would have recognized as 

food).  Not only do we not spend much time cooking -- if we think about it honestly, we may not 

even feel we want to.  We have other priorities, and when we do cook we cook to have a meal 

prepared rather than to enjoy the process of cooking.   

 

Some of our reaction against cooking is natural.  Women in particular used to spend nearly all of 

their time processing food and preparing meals, and I for one am glad not to have anyone trapped 

in that role.  However, we’ve also been encouraged to act this way by giant food companies that 

make money selling us heavily processed “convenience” foods with names like Chocolate Chip 

Crisp Breakfast Bars.  These foods (and especially the cheapest versions of them) tend to be full 

of fat, sugar, salt, preservatives, and other chemicals that are worse for us than the simple, 

relatively unprocessed meals we could make for ourselves.   

 

Health alone could prompt us to switch our behavior.  An old cartoon showed a doctor saying to 

an obviously overweight, unhealthy patient “Which fits better into your busy schedule – 

exercising one hour a day, or being dead 24 hours a day?”  If our doctors talked to us about our 



eating habits (which studies show they tend not to do, partly because they themselves know little 

about nutrition), they might ask us about whether or not we cook.  They might also ask us on 

behalf of our children, since research suggests that children who cook and eat with their parents 

are more likely to grow up with good eating habits than those who do not.     

 

Anxiety about our health only gets us so far, however.  In the end, if we consistently make the 

effort to grow food, harvest it, process it, and cook with it, I think it will be because our priorities 

have changed and we have found pleasure in those activities. 


